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Abstract
This paper presents an Incentive-based Sharing
(iShare) protocol that blends cellular and ad hoc net-
works for content dissemination services. With iShare,
mobile users download content from a source via cellular
links and at the same time form a mesh ad hoc network
for peer-to-peer exchange of content data. The mesh
remains robust to network dynamics, minimizes ad hoc
communication overhead, and parallelizes the download-
ing process among mesh members. In order to counter
selfish behavior, we apply an efficient and practical “tit-
for-tat” incentive mechanism, which exploits proximity
and mutual content interest of mobile users. This mech-
anism becomes particularly effective in the case of net-
work dynamics since we utilize promiscuous and broad-
cast modes of the ad hoc channel. As a result, our
protocol effectively helps to free resources in the cellu-
lar network and accelerates the content download for its
users. Furthermore, it enables users to continuously ob-
tain data via ad hoc connections during cellular handoff
periods and provides multi-homing downloads for groups
spanning adjacent cells. We evaluate the performance of
iShare by means of simulations and compare it to other
content dissemination schemes using cellular broadcast
channels, cellular unicast channels, and tree-based proto-
cols. The obtained results show that iShare significantly
outperforms alternative approaches and creates a win-win
situation by improving performance of both iShare and
other mobile users.
1 Introduction
The proliferation of mobile devices and swift advances
of wireless technology lead to the emergence of perva-
sive computing paradigms. Cellular networks and cel-
lular today allow mobile users access to the Internet and
bandwidth-consuming content services including images,
music, and video anytime and anywhere. However, cellu-
lar access networks can hardly follow the increasing de-
mand of mobile users. This may lead to extended peri-
ods of high contention for air link resources during busy
hours, thus incurring longer response times and more sys-
tem failures.
A straight-forward solution to the above problem is an
upgrade of the cellular network to increase the capacity,
e.g., by deploying more and smaller cells, licensing more
spectrum, or even changing the underlying technology.
However, these options require changes, deployment and
management of cellular infrastructure incurring signifi-
cant costs. On the other hand, modern cellular devices
today already come equipped with additional wireless in-
terfaces such as IEEE 802.11 (wifi) and Bluetooth. These
interfaces can be leveraged to use unlicensed spectrum
for short range ad hoc communication without any ad-
ditional investment in network infrastructure. Basically,
cellular devices today allow to combine cellular and ad
hoc connectivity to leverage the strengths of both tech-
nologies. More specifically, base stations in cellular net-
works have very long transmission ranges (up to 20 km)
but relatively limited bandwidth (2.4 Mbps in 3G net-
works). In contrast, the transmission range of a wifi inter-
face is very short (only around 250 m) while it provides
high throughput (11 Mbps and 54 Mbps in IEEE 802.11b
and IEEE 802.11a/g, respectively).
Some recent research projects have focused on com-
bining cellular and ad hoc connectivity on cellular de-
vices [1, 10, 12, 11, 14, 16]. Most of the published ap-
proaches are based on the construction of a tree of ad hoc
nodes rooted at high-data-rate proxy nodes connected to
the cellular network. The proxy nodes receive data from
the source over cellular links and relay them to the fi-
nal receivers via the ad hoc tree. These protocols usually
require additional functionalities being added to the cel-
lular infrastructure such as specific scheduling algorithms
and proxy-selection methods. Moreover, the construction
and maintenance of a tree structure incurs a high over-
head in terms of ad hoc communication, especially under
network dynamics.
Besides the aforementioned technical drawbacks of
existing approaches, they also lack realistic and applica-
ble incentive mechanism for user collaboration, e.g., by
assuming general unselfishness and total cooperativeness
among nodes [3, 11, 16, 18]. In more realistic scenario,
however, users might not necessarily turn on their wifi in-
terfaces to forward data to other users for free. To address
the free-riding problem and create incentives for user co-
operation, various techniques such as credit accounting
and rewarding have been proposed [4, 7, 15, 19, 21].
However, these mechanisms are complex and applying
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Figure 1. Co-located mobile users download similar content at approximately the same time
them requires changes in the business policy of the ser-
vice providers.
In this paper, we present an Incentive-based Sharing
(iShare) protocol that leverages cellular and ad hoc con-
nectivity on mobile devices to provide improved content
dissemination services without requiring any changes to
or additional functionality from the underlying cellular
and ad hoc networking layer. Mobile users download
content from a source via cellular links and at the same
time leverages ad hoc connectivity to also exchange con-
tent fragments following the peer-to-peer paradigm.
The iShare protocol is based on mesh formation us-
ing ad hoc connectivity among co-located mobile users,
which makes the solution very robust to network dynam-
ics and minimizes ad hoc communication overhead. Fur-
thermore, it parallelizes the downloading process among
mesh members, which yields an accelerated download
performance for its users. At the same time, fewer air
resources are requested from the cellular network, which
can be leveraged by the cellular network for data flows
effectively improving the performance of other users
and applications. Finally, our design includes an effi-
cient and practical incentive mechanism based on “tit-
for-tat” reciprocation that helps to enforce cooperation
among members and counter selfish behavior. By uti-
lizing promiscuous and broadcast modes of the ad hoc
channel, our incentive mechanism is particularly suited
and effective in mobile scenarios with network dynam-
ics.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We first present scenarios where the co-located mobile
users download similar content of a social event from the
content server at approximately the same time, and the
system model in Section 2. These scenarios motivate the
design of the iShare protocol, which is presented in de-
tail in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates iShare protocol and
provides a comparison with alternative schemes based on
cellular broadcast/unicast channels and tree-based proto-
cols. We present related work in Section 5 and conclude
the paper in Section 6.
2 System Model
In this section, we first present motivation and a classi-
fication of scenarios for the design of the iShare protocol.
Then, we present system models and design objectives of
iShare.
2.1 Scenario Classification
Cellular devices have become important in our daily
activities and provided mobile users access to various
content anytime and anywhere. Since the content demand
of human beings in many cases is location-dependent and
time-dependent (spatial-temporal) [20], there are many
real world scenarios where co-located cellular users re-
quest similar content at approximately the same time.
The first class of scenarios occurs when co-located
people attend a jointly co-located event such as a foot-
ball match in a crowded stadium (as shown in Figure
1(a)). In this case, the co-located fans may use their cell
phones to download the same video of a replay scene or
the team profile from the content server. This flash-crowd
like event incurs a high load on the cell tower; and thus,
downloading the video may take from 5 to 10 minutes.
The fans, while downloading the video via cellular links,
can share downloaded data via the ad hoc interfaces of
their cell phones. By doing so, these fans can reduce both
their downloading times and the load on the cell tower.
The second class of scenarios can be found when
co-located people request information about an publicly
popular event as shown in Figure 1(b). For example,
when waiting for their buses in the morning at a bus
station, mobile users may want to download the break-
ing news video about an emergency event occurring the
night before in Chicago downtown from the CNN web-
site. Since it may take from 5 to 15 minutes to down-
load the video from the CNN content server via the cellu-
lar link, the ad hoc interfaces of these co-located mobile
devices can be used to exchange downloaded chunks of
data; and thus speed up the download process.
Figure 1(c) shows the third class of scenarios when a
group of co-located people is moving toward the same
place of a social event such as an outdoor concert. Right
before the beginning of the concert, more and more audi-
ences walk toward the concert area, they may download
videos of the music trailer and artist profiles from a con-
tent server to their cell phones. Again, it may take from
5 to 15 minutes to download the video. Therefore, the ad
hoc connections become useful to exchange downloaded
chunks of data and accelerate the download process.
The above scenarios commonly occur in our daily ac-
tivities and naturally create groups of co-located mobile
users whose content demands are similar. In reality, these
co-located users may not download the similar content
at exactly the same time. However, since the content in
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Figure 2. A file consists of multiple equal-sized segments
the above scenarios is spatial-temporal, the downloading
periods of co-located users highly overlap. Moreover,
since human beings are rational in nature, the two co-
located users may not always exchange downloaded data
although they are simultaneously downloading the same
content. As a result, the data exchange among mobile
users via ad hoc connections should be considered op-
tional rather than mandatory.
In this paper, we design an Incentive-based Sharing
(iShare) protocol to exploit the co-location and mutual
content interest of mobile users. Specifically, iShare
forms an ad hoc mesh of co-located mobile users and op-
portunistically exploits ad hoc connections among them
to exchange data. Since the ad hoc communications
among mobile users are opportunistic, the iShare proto-
col is considered “opportunistic protocol”.
2.2 Data Model
In our context, mobile users download a file from the
content server. We assume that the file is similar to the
Bittorrent [5] file, which has a unique file id and consists
of multiple equal-sized segments as shown in Figure 2.
Each segment also has a unique segment id to distinguish
it from other segments of the same file. In Figure 2, the
file has 16 segments indexed from 1 to 16, each blank
square represents a data segment.
With this file format, Bittorrent file servers can be
utilized to provide files to mobile users in our network;
thus minimizing the changes when applying iShare into
the current network infrastructure. If the Bittorrent file
servers are not employed, we may need to add a program
to the file server to divide files into equal-size segments.
2.3 Network Model
Figure 3 shows our network with a cellular base sta-
tion and co-located mobile users (or mobile nodes). We
assume that a mobile node downloads data from a content
server in the Internet via the cellular link and can simul-
taneously exchange data with other co-located nodes via
the ad hoc channel. We assume that mobile nodes in our
network have enough power for their ad hoc communica-
tions during their downloads. In Figure 3, users (nodes)
1,2,3 download file 1 from server 1 via their cellular links
(likewise, users 4,5,6 download file 2 from server 2). We
denote user i (1≤ i≤ 6) in Figure 3 “iShare user” since he
uses the iShare protocol to download and exchange data.
Henceforth, we use the terms iShare user and iShare node
interchangeably. In Figure 3, users 8 and 9 don’t use the
iShare protocol, they use only cellular links to download
data, which differs from file 1 and file 2. We denote them
“background nodes”.
In Figure 3, since iShare nodes 1,2,3 are co-located,
they naturally form a downloading group G1. In one cel-
lular cell, there might exist many downloading groups
(e.g., G1 and G2 in Figure 3). Nodes in one group
form a mesh structure, in which each mesh member may
downloads different segments in parallel and they can ex-
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change download segments via ad hoc peer-to-peer con-
nections. For example, in Figure 3 node n1 may down-
load segment 4 while node n2 may download segment 6,
and they are exchanging segment 1. This minimizes the
redundant download from the content server and reduces
the load on the cellular base station.
2.4 Design Objectives
The iShare protocol has several objectives. First,
iShare needs to reduce the downloading time of co-
located mobile nodes, under dense networks (Figures 1(a)
and 1(b)) or dynamic networks (Figure 1(c)). Second,
iShare needs to minimize network overhead to reduce
network contention and save node battery. Third, iShare
should contribute to improve performance of background
users and reduce load on the cell tower. Finally, iShare
needs to motivate a fair collaboration and limit the self-
ishness among mobile users.
3 iShare: Incentive-based Sharing Protocol
3.1 Overview of iShare
The idea of iShare comes from an intuitive observa-
tion: human beings are rational and they only collaborate
when they find benefits in the collaboration. Therefore,
the mutual content interest becomes a key to leverage the
cooperation among co-located mobile users. Particularly,
iShare nodes continuously download missing segments
from the cellular link and at the same time exchange
downloaded segments via the ad hoc connections.
In this paper, our iShare protocol mainly focuses on
the content layer and control plane of the iShare node ar-
chitecture as shown in Figure 4. Particularly, an iShare
node uses the cellular stack to download segments from
cellular link and ad hoc stack to exchange data with ad
hoc neighbors. The control plane manages file metadata
(e.g., file id) and the list of ad hoc neighbors. Figure 5
shows the protocol state machine of an iShare node n,
in which n’s state depends on n’s current activity. First,
n stays in states 1,2 while n obtains file metadata and
downloads a random segment from content server via the
cellular stack in Figure 4. Then, n stays in states 2,3,6
and continuously downloads its missing segments via the
cellular stack. At the same time, n attends a mesh ad
hoc network of iShare nodes, advertises its available seg-
ments, requests its missing segments, and receives seg-
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Figure 5. An iShare node’s protocol state machine
ments from its neighbors by using the ad hoc stack in
Figure 4. Here, n stays in states 3,4,5. For a fair collabo-
ration with other iShare nodes, n applies the “tit-for-tat”
incentive mechanism to send segments to neighbors via
unicast ad hoc links while n stays in states 3, 7. When-
ever a segment is obtained by either cellular or ad hoc
stack, n switches to state 3 and updates the system status.
When obtaining the entire file, n switches to the com-
pleted state. Here, due to its rational behavior, n stops
all ad hoc communications and collaborations. In the fol-
lowing sections, we present the iShare protocol in detail.
3.2 Bootstrapping the download
This section focuses on states 1,2,3 in Figure 5. When
a mobile user starts requesting a file, his cellular device
(i.e., the iShare node n) is in the New state. n first ob-
tains the metadata of the file such as file id and file length
(number of segments) from the content server. The meta-
data then is managed by the Metadata Management mod-
ule in Figure 4. Initially, this module creates a segment
id list to hold the ids of downloaded segments. Next, n
downloads a random segment s of the file from the cel-
lular link. Receiving s, n stays in state 3 where n puts s
into its memory and the Metadata Management module
inserts the segment id into the segment id list.
3.3 Ad hoc data exchange
After downloading the first segment from the cellu-
lar link, new iShare nodes start combining cellular and
ad hoc communications. This section presents ad hoc
communications among co-located nodes and focuses on
states 3,4,5 in Figure 5.
3.3.1 Content advertisement and request
For an iShare node n, the ad hoc channel is used to ad-
vertise its available segments and request its missing seg-
ments. Particularly, n periodically broadcasts a HELLO
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Figure 6. The HELLO message format
message, which is in bit vector format as shown in Fig-
ure 6. In this figure, the index of the bit, starting from 1
to 16, is the segment id; for example, the 12th index de-
notes the 12th segment. The HELLO message represents
the latest downloaded segments of n and is created from
the segment id list. Notice that the length of a HELLO
message is the file length or number of segments. The
HELLO message can be used as both segment advertise-
ment and segment request, where 1 represents one down-
loaded segment and 0 represents a missing segment in n’s
memory. Thus, the HELLO message efficiently reduces
ad hoc network contention.
To further reduce the overhead and save battery, es-
pecially when there are no ad hoc neighbors, node n can
turn on the ad hoc interface and broadcast HELLO mes-
sages to find neighbors for a certain period (e.g., 10 sec-
onds). After this period, if n does not receive any HELLO
messages from its neighbors, n turns off ad hoc interface
for another period, and repeats the whole process periodi-
cally. If n receives one HELLO message from neighbors,
n keeps the ad hoc interface on to exchange data with
these neighbors. Since it takes from 5 to 10 minutes to
download a file via cellular links, two co-located cellular
users are likely to find each other via HELLO messages.
3.3.2 Mesh structure formation and data exchange
Upon receiving a HELLO message, a node n keeps
its ad hoc interface on to exchange data with the neigh-
bors. The Mesh Structure Formation module in Figure
4 keeps the list of current ad hoc neighbors, which is
used to from a mesh structure of nodes in a download-
ing group as shown in Figure 7. The mesh has following
characteristics. First, the mesh structure is formed au-
tomatically since the co-located nodes are within the ad
hoc communication range and thus incurs little construc-
tion/maintenance cost since nodes only need to keep the
one-hop neighbor list 1. Second, any two mesh neigh-
bors can exchange data if they are within communication
range. However, a node may need to download data from
cellular link at anytime due to node mobility and user ra-
tional behavior (user may stop ad hoc communications
when finishing his download). Finally, each mesh mem-
ber communicates directly with its one-hop neighbors.
This one-hop communication adapts well with network
dynamics and fits very well with our tit-for-tat incentive
mechanism in Section 3.5.
Two mesh neighbors n1 and n2 can exchange HELLO
messages for segment advertisements and requests. Upon
receiving HELLO messages from n1, n2 knows the miss-
ing segments of n1. Then, n2 applies the tit-for-tat in-
centive mechanism to send these segments to n1. At the
moment, n1 stays in state 5 in Figure 5 and receives the
segments. If the received segment s is new to n1, then n1
inserts s into its memory and n1’s Metadata Management
module updates the segment id list accordingly.
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3.4 Downloading data from cellular link
As presented above, iShare nodes exchange down-
loaded data via ad hoc connections. At the same time,
they continuously download segments from the cellular
links. In this section, we present how iShare nodes down-
load segments from cellular links and we focus on states
2,3,6 in Figure 5.
3.4.1 Segment Selection
Since the ad hoc connection is opportunistic, iShare
nodes uses their cellular stacks in Figure 4 to download
segments from the content server via cellular links. To
reduce the download from the content server and the load
on the base station, iShare nodes utilize HELLO mes-
sages to download the best segment.
Specifically, node n downloads its missing segment s,
the least available segment in its neighborhood. Thus,
when downloaded, s can support file downloading among
ad hoc nodes most effectively. Particularly, n aggregates
all the latest HELLO messages received from its one-hop
neighbors to create an aggregated HELLO message as
shown in Figure 8. In this figure, each square can be a
byte instead of a bit like the HELLO message. Notice
that for each neighbor n1 of n, n only keeps the latest
HELLO message received from n1 for the most updated
available segments of n1. In Figure 8, a square represents
a segment s with the number of available copies of s in
n’s neighborhood. Node n downloads its missing seg-
ment s whose number of copies is least founded in the
aggregated HELLO message. If there exist more than one
missing segments with equal number of copies, n down-
loads one at random. For example, if n’s sent HELLO
message is in Figure 6 and n’s aggregated HELLO mes-
sage is in Figure 8, then n may download segment 3 from
the cellular link since segment 3 is missing at n and n’s
neighbors. Whenever n finishes downloading a segment
s, n is in the state 3 in Figure 5. Here, n inserts s into its
memory and the Metadata Management module inserts
s’s id into the segment id list. Then, n continues down-
loading its missing segments from the cellular link.
3.4.2 Parallel download from the cellular link
The random segment selection presented above par-
allelizes the download among mesh members. Partic-
ularly, mesh members concurrently download different
segments and exchange these segments via ad hoc con-
nections as shown in Figure 7. The aggregated HELLO
message thus minimizes redundant downloads from the
content server and reduces the load on the base station.
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Figure 8. The aggregated HELLO message format
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3.5 The tit-for-tat incentive mechanism
The mesh ad hoc structure efficiently parallelizes the
download and reduces the load on the cell tower. How-
ever, for an efficient iShare protocol, we need to design
an incentive mechanism to motivate the collaboration of
iShare nodes. Therefore, we present the tit-for-tat incen-
tive mechanism to motivate node collaboration. Here, we
focus on states 3 and 7 in Figure 5.
3.5.1 Applying the tit-for-tat
Human beings are rational in nature and in most cases
they only collaborate if they find benefit in the collabo-
ration. Thus, we exploit the mutual content interest of
co-located mobile users to design a simple, yet practical,
incentive mechanism. Particularly, our incentive mech-
anism comes from the “tit-for-tat” method [5] in Game
Theory. For two iShare nodes n1 and n2, tit-for-tat means
if n1 gives c segments (needed by n2) to n2 then n2 will
give c segments (needed by n1) to n1.
Applying tit-for-tat, iShare nodes divide time into
equal-sized periods, called tit-for-tat periods (T T Ps) as
shown in Figure 9. The T T P is then used as follows.
Given two ad hoc neighbors n1 and n2. Node n1 uses the
current T T P to receive segments from n2 so that n1 can
send n1’s segments back to n2 in the next T T P. Also,
n1 sends segments to n2 in the current T T P so that n2
can send segments to n1 in the next T T P. Notice that the
length of a T T P is longer than that of the HELLO mes-
sage broadcast period since nodes need to update avail-
able/missing segments to effectively perform tit-for-tat.
For a fair collaboration, during a T T P, an iShare node
n counts the number of segments received from its neigh-
bors. Given two neighbors n1 and n2, during a T T P, if
n2 sends 15 segments to n1, then n1 has counter c2 = 15,
corresponding to n2. Notice that the counter is updated at
the state 3 in Figure 5. At the end of the T T P, n1 is at
the state 7, if n1 has more than 15 segments that n2 needs
(known from n2’s HELLO message), n1 only sends 15
segments to n2 via unicast ad hoc link. If n1 has less than
15 segments needed by n2, n1 sends all to n2. The unicast
ad hoc link is to motivate the fair collaboration between
neighbors and ensure reliable ad hoc data exchange. In
the next section, we present how to bootstrap and adapt
the tit-for-tat for the dynamic network.
3.5.2 Bootstrapping and Improving the tit-for-tat
The tit-for-tat mechanism presented above encourages
iShare nodes to collaborate. However, it may not work ef-
fectively if the node neighborhood changes swiftly, since
a new pair of neighbors need to bootstrap tit-for-tat from
scratch. Thus, we present two techniques to bootstrap and
adapt the “tit-for-tat” to network dynamics.
First, we turn on the promiscuous mode so that the
iShare node n can potentially overhear messages, which
are destined to n’s neighbors in ad hoc unicast communi-
cation of the tit-for-tat. By doing so, n can opportunisti-
cally receive more data from ad hoc channel. Of course,
when the network is dense or congested, the overheard
messages can be dropped or collide and n misses the
chance. Second, during a T T P, n broadcasts in the ad hoc
channel a small number of its segments whose available
copies are least in n’s neighborhood. The segment avail-
ability is obtained from the aggregated HELLO message.
Using the promiscuous mode and broadcast mecha-
nism, iShare nodes improve the “tit” step of the tit-for-tat
so that they exchange more segments in the “tat” step.
These two techniques allow the new neighbors to ex-
change data effectively without restarting the tit-for-tat
from scratch. These techniques also enable new nodes
to join the downloading group smoothly since they are
given several segments for free. However, to exchange
data with the old nodes effectively, new nodes need to
download new segments from the content server. Other-
wise, they become “iShare selfish nodes” and their down-
loading times may last longer as explained below.
3.5.3 iShare selfish nodes
In our context, an iShare selfish node n wants to have
fast downloading time and minimize power consumption
by only overhearing ad hoc messages from the ad hoc
channel. To this end, n downloads segments from cellular
link and turns on the ad hoc channel just for overhearing
free segments from promiscuous mode and ad hoc broad-
cast channel. In other words, n does not actively send
HELLO messages and exchange data with other nodes
via ad hoc connections. Relying on these free segments;
however, n has no guarantee to receive its missing seg-
ments from the ad hoc channel, since the network con-
tention and packet collision may drop the overheard mes-
sages. Thus, n fails to utilize the ad hoc channel and thus
suffers a longer downloading time (see Figure 12(b)).
Whenever an iShare node n receives a new segment
from either cellular or ad hoc link, n stays in state 3 in
Figure 5 and updates its system status. Then, n checks
whether it finishes downloading the entire file. If so, n
switches to the completed state.
3.6 Completed state
At this state, an iShare node n leaves the mesh ad hoc
network and stops all ad hoc communications since n has
no incentive to support other downloading nodes. This is
because n is rational and n only collaborates when n is
downloading the file.
4 Evaluation
We present simulation settings and simulation results
of iShare for three cases: a single downloading group
in one cell, multiple downloading groups in one cell, a
downloading group spanning over two adjacent cells.
4.1 Simulation Settings
We use Network Simulator 2 (NS2) to simulate a cel-
lular cell and mobile nodes with the settings in Table 1.
In this table, the segment size is 4KB since smaller seg-
ment incurs longer HELLO message while bigger seg-
ment may cause more ad hoc collision. If the content
Field Value/Unit
Number of background nodes [10,20,30,40,50]
Downloading group size [10,15,20,30,40]
Segment size 4KB
File size [1000...6000] segments
Node ad hoc transmission range 125(m)
Base station radius 750(m)
Mobility model Random Way Point
Node speed (Mobility-NS2) [1,3,5,7,11] (m/s)
Pause time (Mobility-NS2) 5 (seconds)
Table 1. Simulation settings
server is a Bittorrent server, we can always add a function
to divide Bittorrent segments into 4KB segments. In our
simulation, a node has two interfaces: one is for the cellu-
lar link and the other is IEEE 802.11b for the ad hoc com-
munication. We use RTS/CTS for unicast ad hoc commu-
nications. For the cellular technology, we use 1xEV-DO
(Evolution-Data Only) with a peak data rate of 2.4Mbps.
We also implement the Proportional Fair Scheduler of the
cellular network [2] in NS2.
Our simulation considers iShare nodes and back-
ground nodes (see Section 2.3 for definitions). We evalu-
ate two metrics: “average iShare node downloading time”
and “average number of downloaded segments by back-
ground nodes”. The former is the average (AVG) period
for an iShare node to finish downloading a file. The lat-
ter is the average number of segments a background node
can download via only the cellular link for a given period.
In our plots, “optimal case” means the time at which
the first copy of all segments of the file are downloaded by
iShares nodes from the cellular link. At the moment, each
iShare node may hold a portion of the file but they need
to exchange via ad hoc connections so that each node
can retrieve the entire file. We assume an oracle exists
to magically deliver these segments to all iShare nodes
immediately. Thus, the optimal case approximates the
lower bound of the downloading time of the iShare nodes.
We also compare iShare with cellular “broadcast” and
“unicast” channels. Cellular broadcast channel means the
base station broadcasts the file to all iShare nodes with a
fixed rate of 208.4 Kbps. That means, iShare nodes don’t
use ad hoc channel, they only use cellular broadcast chan-
nel. Here, we assume that 25% of cell bandwidth is for
the broadcast channel and 75% is for background nodes.
Cellular unicast channel means iShare nodes only use cel-
lular unicast link to download and iShare nodes compete
with background nodes for 100% of cell bandwidth.
For iShare, a HELLO message is broadcast every 2
seconds. The tit-for-tat period T T P is 7 seconds and the
number of broadcast (tit) segments is 1% of the file size.
The default configurations of our plots are: group size is
15, node speed is 5 (m/s), number of background nodes
is 30, file size is 3000 4KB-segments. We specify when
the parameters are different. We run each simulation 10
times and plot the mean with the 95% confidence inter-
val. Since the unicast channel always performs worst, its
result is plotted when appropriate.
4.2 A Single Downloading Group
In this section, we focus on a single downloading
group in one circle-shaped cellular cell as shown in Fig-
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Figure 11. Performance of a single downloading group in a cell (2)
ure 10(a). In this figure, the base station is at O and all
nodes are generated at random inside the square S.
4.2.1 Impact of file size
Figure 10(b) shows that the average downloading time
of iShare nodes linearly increases when the file size in-
creases. The optimal case has lowest downloading time
and iShare outperforms both broadcast and unicast chan-
nels. Moreover, for the larger file size, iShare constantly
achieves shorter downloading time.
4.2.2 Impact of group size
Figure 10(c) shows that for the bigger downloading
group, although the downloading time of iShare nodes
slightly increases, iShare is always better than broadcast
channel. When the group size is 10, the ad hoc network is
too sparse to be exploited efficiently, resulting in higher
downloading time of iShare. When the group size in-
creases more than 30, the downloading time of iShare
increases slowly since ad hoc communications improve
performance of iShare nodes. This slightly decreased per-
formance also confirms that the use of HELLO messages
reduces ad hoc contention significantly.
4.2.3 Impact of distance to the base station
For the cellular network, in most cases the distance
from the cell phone to the base station influences the
channel condition and downloading rate of the cell phone.
Therefore, the distance becomes important to iShare
nodes. Let d be the distance from the base station to
C, the center of S, d = OC in Figure 10(a). We vary d
by moving S along with OC, starting from O toward C.
Figure 11(a) shows that when d is shorter (more nodes
close to the base station), iShare obtains shorter down-
loading time (a factor of 3) than that of broadcast channel.
When d becomes longer, more low-data-rate nodes exist,
the downloading time slightly increases. When d = 450,
we have a significant number of low-data-rate nodes at
the edge of the cell, iShare still significantly outperforms
broadcast channel since the mesh structure parallelizes
download among iShare nodes to speed up the down-
load. This result confirms that iShare works very well
with low-data-rate nodes.
4.2.4 Impact of network dynamics
In this section we study the performance of iShare un-
der the change of node neighborhood. When nodes move
faster, node neighborhoods change faster and this influ-
ence iShare nodes. For this simulation, the file size is
2000 segments. Figure 11(b) shows when node speed
increases, the performance of iShare remains stable and
always better than cellular broadcast channel. This con-
firms the robustness of iShare to network dynamics.
4.2.5 Impact of background traffic
Figure 11(c) shows that when the number of back-
ground users increases, the performance of iShare
slightly and linearly degrades due to the increased load
on the cellular link. However, iShare is always better
than broadcast channel. This figure also denotes that
the increase of background nodes incurs little effect on
iShare since the ad hoc channel can accelerate download
of iShare nodes.
4.2.6 Performance of background nodes
Figure 12(a) shows that when iShare nodes use iShare
protocol to download data, the background nodes (i.e. bg
w/ iShare) can obtain more data than when iShare nodes
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Figure 12. Performance of a single downloading group in a cell (3)
are served by cellular broadcast and unicast channels (i.e.,
bg w/ broadcast and bg w/ unicast) (see Section 4.1 to
see how cellular broadcast/unicast channels are used to
support iShare nodes.) For a longer time period, “bg w/
iShare” consistently shows better performance. This is
because when mobile nodes use iShare protocol, they fin-
ish their downloads faster than when the mobile nodes are
served by cellular broadcast/unicast channels; thus, the
background nodes can use more cell bandwidth to down-
load more data. iShare, therefore, creates a win-win situ-
ation for both downloading and background nodes. This
result is further confirmed in Section 4.3.2.
4.2.7 Performance of iShare selfish nodes
The definition of iShare selfish nodes can be found in
Section 3.5.3. In this simulation, we have 15 iShare nodes
and we vary the number of iShare selfish nodes from 1 to
15. Figure 12(b) shows that when more iShare selfish
nodes exist, their downloading times increase noticeably.
Meanwhile, the downloading times of iShare nodes only
increase slightly due to the higher load on the cell tower.
In other words, iShare selfish nodes suffer from their own
existences and iShare thus limits the selfishness.
4.2.8 A tree-based protocol vs. iShare
This section compares the performance of iShare and
a tree-based protocol of cooperative downloading nodes,
which is implemented as follows. Nodes periodically up-
date their distances to the base station and elect the prox-
ies whose distances to the base station are shortest (im-
plying the best channel conditions). These proxies down-
load segments from the base station and broadcasts the
segments to tree members, which replay the segments
through the tree of ad hoc nodes. When a proxy p finishes
its download, p notifies the group so that a new proxy is
elected. At the same time, p keeps its ad hoc connection
on to support other nodes. We make sure the group is al-
ways connected. Here, iShare and the tree-based protocol
both use the same simulation settings.
Figure 12(c) shows that iShare protocol consistently
outperforms the tree-based protocol. In this figure, k de-
notes number of concurrent proxies. When k = 1, the
tree-based protocol performs much worse than cellular
broadcast channel. When k increases, the tree of multiple
roots performs noticeably better, although always worse
than iShare. Figure 12(c), together with Table 2, confirms
that iShare owns more advantages than tree-based proto-
Property Tree-based protocol iShare
Data over-
head
Data advertisement, data
exchange
Data advertisement,
data exchange
Overlay over-
head
Root selection, tree con-
struction/maintenance
Negligible
Full coopera-
tion required
Yes No (Tit-for-tat)
Network dy-
namics
Vulnerable Not vulnerable
Table 2. Comparison between a tree-based protocol and iShare
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cols in improving performance of mobile nodes. In Table
2, the overlay overhead of iShare is “Negligible” since
the overhead of HELLO message is counted for data ad-
vertisement (Section 3.3.2).
4.3 Simultaneous Downloading Groups
4.3.1 Simulation Settings
Here, we use the settings in Table 1 and Figure 10(a).
We have 3 groups within S, each group has 10 nodes
and downloads a different file; thus, there is no inter-
group communication in ad hoc mode. We assume that
cell bandwidth for the broadcast channel is 25%, 15%,
12.5% corresponding to 1, 2, 3 simultaneous groups; or
25%, 30%, 37.5% aggregated bandwidth for the broad-
cast channel. Here, the file size is 3000 segments, node
speed is 5 (m/s), number of background users is 30.
4.3.2 Impact of simultaneous groups
Figure 13 shows that the downloading time of iShare
nodes increases when more groups exists, since iShare
nodes suffer from a higher contention in the ad hoc chan-
nel. Moreover, due to the promiscuous mode, iShare
nodes receive redundant messages from nodes in other
groups, which may collide with the desired overheard
messages from nodes in the same group. As a result,
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Figure 14. Experiment area of one spanning group
the performance of tit-for-tat degrades. However, iShare
performs consistently better than broadcast channel. Fig-
ure 13 also shows background nodes download more data
(right y-axis) from cellular links if mobile nodes use
iShare protocol (i.e., bg w/ iShare). Similar to the Section
4.2.6, if downloading nodes use iShare, they finish the
downloads faster; thus background nodes can use more
cell bandwidth to download more data. So, we confirm
that iShare creates a win-win situation by improving the
performance of both downloading and background nodes.
4.4 A Spanning Group
4.4.1 Simulation Settings
In a cellular cell, mobile nodes, which are close or at
the edge of a cell, usually have bad channel conditions
with very low data rates. This section evaluates the per-
formance of iShare for these low-data-rate nodes. We first
create a group g1 of 10 iShare nodes within the square S1
in Figure 14. Then, we create a group g2 of 20 iShare
nodes within two squares S1 and S2 spanning two adja-
cent cells centered at O1 and O2. We call g2 a spanning
group, which has a significant number of nodes close and
at the edge of two adjacent cells. Nodes in g1 and g2
download segments from their current base stations and
exchange segments via the ad hoc channel. Here, node
speed is 7 m/s and each cell has 30 background users.
4.4.2 Performance of a spanning group
Figure 15 shows that iShare with g2 (2 cells case) con-
sistently outperforms iShare with g1 and broadcast chan-
nel, especially for the larger file size. This result has
several implications. First, iShare provides an efficient
method to reduce downloading time, especially for low-
data-rate nodes at the boundary of the cellular cell. Sec-
ond, iShare nodes can continuously obtain data via the ad
hoc channel during their cellular handoff periods. Finally,
iShare offers the multi-homing download for a spanning
group, where group members download content from dif-
ferent/adjacent base stations and exchange segments via
ad hoc connections to improve downloading throughput.
5 Related Work
There have been previous works on the combination
of cellular and ad hoc networks to improve downloading
bandwidth of mobile users [1][10][12][11][14][16][18].
These approaches put new functionalities on the cellular
telephony infrastructure such as a new scheduler, mem-
bership management, credit verification; and thus require
a high cost of deployment. In particular, these approaches
select the high-data-rate nodes such as proxies or super
nodes to connect to the base station. They next construct
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Figure 15. One downloading group spanning two adjacent cells
and maintain trees rooted at proxies. Then, the pack-
ets are sent from the base station to the proxies and for-
warded to the receivers, assuming that nodes are collabo-
rative. Under network dynamics, maintaining these trees
incurs high overhead. If the proxies leave the cell, the
trees need to be reorganized. In contrast, iShare requires
no changes in the cellular telephony infrastructure since
network functionalities are performed by ad hoc nodes.
Another possibility to provide content to simultane-
ous users is using the cellular broadcast/multicast channel
[6][8][9][13][17]. However, multicast/broadcast services
[8][9] are to support content to a large number of users
simultaneously; thus, the number of multicast/broadcast
channels is usually limited [9]. Meanwhile, in real-
ity, people can instantly form small-scaled groups to
exchange content; broadcast/multicast services thus be-
come inefficient. Moreover, multicast/broadcast services
have no feedback channel, the data is delivered with no
guarantee. There also exists work combining cellular uni-
cast with ad hoc links to improve the downloading band-
width of multicast users by creating a tree rooted at a
proxy to relay packets [3]. However, this approach suffers
a high cost of tree maintenance under network dynamics.
Previous studies on wireless networks presented nu-
merous incentives mechanisms to motivate the collabora-
tion of mobile users such as market sharing, credit ac-
counting, and rewarding [4][7][15][19][21]. However,
these mechanisms add significant complexity to the sys-
tem and applying them requires changes in the business
policy of service providers. Moreover, due to the scarcity
of battery, there is no immediate incentive for a user to
turn on his ad hoc channel just for forwarding others’
data. Our tit-for-tat mechanism is simple yet practical
because they reflect the rationale of human beings: co-
located mobile users are willing to collaborate if they
share the mutual content interest.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed an Incentive-based
Sharing (iShare) protocol that combines cellular and ad
hoc connectivity on mobile devices to improve content
dissemination services to mobile users. Thereby, users
download content from a source via cellular links and
at the same time leverage ad hoc connections to other
users for exchanging content chunks following the peer-
to-peer paradigm. The mesh formed with other nodes re-
mains very robust to network dynamics and minimizes
ad hoc communication overhead. Furthermore, it paral-
lelizes the downloading process among mesh members,
which yields accelerated download performance for the
users and at the same time reduced load on the cellular
network. Our solution includes an efficient and practical
the “tit-for-tat” incentive mechanism that helps the co-
operation amongst members. By utilizing promiscuous
and broadcast modes of the ad hoc channel, our incentive
mechanism is particularly suited and effective in mobile
scenarios with network dynamics.
We have implemented our protocol in simulator and
performed an extensive performance study. The obtained
results confirmed our hypothesis and showed that iShare
significantly outperforms alternative schemes based on
cellular broadcast channels, cellular unicast channels,
or tree-based protocols. Furthermore, in the evaluation
study our protocol demonstrated how the implemented
incentive mechanisms succeeds in countering selfishness
user behavior. The experiments also showed that users
continue obtaining data via ad hoc connections during
the cellular handoffs, when the cellular connection is
not available or very poor. Finally, the obtained results
confirmed the multi-homing download feature for groups
spanning over adjacent cellular cells.
There are numerous scenarios in reality where co-
located cellular users demand similar content at the same
time window. For these scenarios, the iShare protocol
provides very efficient and practical mechanisms for ac-
celeration of content dissemination to mobile users and
reduction of cellular network load. Toward this end,
iShare is novel and widely applicable.
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